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The POWER
of Play



• What you don’t know about play IS killing you…
• A little nerdy brain science…
• The importance of “The Zone” and how to tap 

into it.
• And more!

In this Training…



What IS play?
• Dr. Stuart Brown:

– “If its purpose is more important than the act of doing it, it’s 
not play.”

– “The opposite of play isn’t work – it’s depression.”

• Steve Keil:
– “We’re designed by nature to play from birth to old age.”
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Are you slowly dying?
• Your brain is only 25% developed at birth.
• It reaches 75% growth by your mid-20s.
• Hundreds of trillions of synapses grow by age of 3…

– And HALF that many are GONE by adulthood (mid 30s).

• Adults assimilate knowledge instead of add new.
• Brain plasticity can increase even if you’re 90!
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Are you slowly dying?
• What are you telling yourself?

– Can’t teach an “old dog” new tricks
– I’m technologically challenged.
– I can’t learn that, it’s too hard.
– Unless someone shows me how, I can’t figure it out.
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Are you slowly dying?
• Did you know…

– If someone shows you how, step-by-step, that’s still 
assimilation…

– You need accommodation! (Figuring it out on your own.)
– Problem solving = longer life, clearer thinking, happiness!

• Play deprivation = depression
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What IS play?
• “Open-ended” play…

– Most powerful…
– Spontaneous
– Imaginative
– Active, alert and non-stressed mindset
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How to achieve “open-ended play”…
• Fidget toys (Tangle, Thinking Putty)
• Clay without patterns/directions
• Art without instruction
• LEGOs®without instructions
• Blocks
• Popoids
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The bottom line…
• Play is NOT frivolous, it’s essential!
• Play combats depression, increases focus and clarity, 

and is proven to make you live longer.
• Play gets you more comfortable with taking risks… 

which is a skill every entrepreneur needs.
• EVERYTHING in reality started in imagination.
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Have you been in “the zone?”
• Runner’s high
• Writer’s “zone”
• Time slows/stops
• Fully immersed in & absorbed in the moment…
• Doing something that’s high in skill & challenging
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How to get (and stay) in “the zone:”
• Have a clear set of goals for a task or activity.
• Keep a good balance between perceived challenges 

and the skills you think you already have.
• Give yourself (and get from others) clear and 

immediate feedback.
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• Audit your play… do you? Or are you dying?
• Keep track of when you feel frustrated, overwhelmed, 

stressed, depressed, etc…
• Apply open-ended play in those situations… and track 

how you feel, what changed, etc.
• Pay attention next time you get in “the zone…” How did 

you get there? Can you replicate it?

Next Steps…


